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Last Friday, I met Radio
Jockey Sunita at the Radio
Zindagi studio. Over years, I
have lost my touch with
Hindi radio, that is radio
stations where songs from
Bollywood movies hit the
airwaves. And like things
where you lose touch with
and then over time that
dissociation becomes so
comfortable that you also
entertain the thought that
you never liked the thing you
are removed from in the first
place, my infrequent use of
Hindi left me out of the Desi
connection to movies and
culture that comes with it.
As I said, last Friday which
was also the last Friday of
the year, however, I got a
chance to draw RJ Sunita
and she was hosting a show
called Biryani Bowl. Did I
saw that I don’t yearn for
biryani either? When one
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draws, it’s the best time to
hear about topics one is not
usually receptive to because drawing opens up
all your senses, you have to
feel using your ears, light,
and observing repetitive
action are you distill a scene
to what you find necessary.
The lesser drawing you see
in my few sketches, the
more story they have to tell.
Back to Biryani Bowl - as
the broadcast followed,
Sunita’s enthusiasm made
me consider eating one.
Between snippets of biryani
bowl sponsor ads, were
songs chosen and placed
with so much energy by
Sunita that I felt that the
sequence was a story in
itself. I had always wondered
if the radio personas are the
the real personas that the
RJs possess. Truth as I
witnessed it, is, they are!
Sunita had clearly eaten the
Biryani and more than that
she was enjoying the
sequence of songs she had
picked. She could’ve
rocketed out of her seat if
she was not tethered by the
headphones in place.
Moreover, when listeners

called in to be lucky winners for an ongoing contest, she was actually smiling and nodding as she noted their details. Even for the parts
that the callers were not on air for. It really is heart warming to see authenticity.
But everything doesn’t go smoothly all the time in a recording studio. The system apparently was overriding the RJ’s choice and that had
to be debugged calmly in between the live shots. Tech support in form of the studio manager and system maintenance folks pottered in
and out trying to see the problem Sunita had when they stepped out of the studio.
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From that point on we went on to a studio to pre-record Sunita’s episodes for
after the New Year. She was going to be on vacation come 2019 but since
the show goes on, the RJ’s need to keep their episodes ready. If you expect
enthusiasm from the RJ’s on their first show of the year, know that they have
to record that enthusiasm before hand if they cannot make it! Now they don’t
feign it in isolation. Sunita was recording with another guest preemptively and
both had to put themselves in Jan 1 mood on Dec 28. It was impressive to
see how over the phone and recording devices the interviewer and the
interviewee encouraged each other to make a future recording. Sometimes,
the exact parameters for the recording were not met, but the interaction as
though it was a team effort was super interesting to watch. When you don’t
have the person in front of you, one has to be careful with tone and words - so
more encouragement than when you have the person in front of you is
required. Same as how straight forward emails can be construed cold, so is
the case with radio.

Visualization
Building layers for the cover page
Color

Background
work is most
important
and most
underrated
Lock your
layers once
you are done
capturing.
Together, the
sum of parts
is greater
than sum of
individuals.
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HIDDEN
STORIES
So what does Hidden Stories mean? I
like to draw to relax. However, of late,
I’ve felt the need to have a story - a
story that regales me. I want to insert
myself in spaces usually hidden to
regular folks like me and draw what I
see and feel, building a story as I see it.
With photography, one captures a thin
slice of time. With drawing that
stretches across a longer time, one feels
more - one would think - and starts
gravitating towards the most interesting
of the intertwined stories taking place in
front of you. Like sunflowers turning
towards the sun, so do I direct my
sketch towards a point of interest for
me. It’s the worse extreme of journalism
because this is clearly biased
journalism.

HUMAN EMPLOYEES
Now it would be obvious to us to
assume that all places of work would
have similar work constrains and that
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Studio manager Sehba, doing the healthy thing - standing up to work after celebrating RJ Nehal’s birthday
with cake and sparkly garlands. This is a caricature of both.

radio stations wouldn’t be different.
However, the enthusiastic tones over
the airwaves belie the ages of many a
jockey. Jockeys have kids, kids
sometimes don’t have school and have
to trudge to their parent’s work place,
RJ’s have to maneuver on-air and off-air
time and kids’ bathroom breaks. They
have to negotiate pay raises and
content urgency. Their advertisers pull

out at last moment. People are late for
meetings, but shows have to be on
time. Yes, constant push and pull. In
downtime, the long timers edit and
finesse their next recordings, always
creating back pocket margin. Felt so
similar to circuit design in that!

RJ Michael from FIJI
Focussed on editing in his spacious studio. Top Left:
Final BW Image Bottom Left: Video of making the
sketch. Right: Sketch midway

CLICK TO SEE A
VIDEO
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LAST VISIT
The story was to continue after February ‘19. Obviously
therefore, Shailaja called me to sketch herself and Yamini,
her compatriot in hosting the Jagte Raho, along with their
interviewee, Alisha Shaikh. Of course, sudden change in
plans - but fortuitous. Chances are like that - you take em
when they come. Alisha is an emerging youth leader in the
March for Women. The first march in 2017 was day after
President Trump’s inauguration. This year, there have been
allegations against the founders of being anti-Semitic.
Despite this controversy, the Women’s March will go on this
year and has even shifted its time to accommodate Jewish
community. But this story is about the story of the interview
itself, so back to it- Both Yamini and Shailaja were excited to
be back in the studio for the first time in 2019 and to be
interviewing someone who espouses women’s
empowerment. While Shailaja asked questions, Yamini was
definitely the technical coordinator as well as the
encouragement and reflector one needs when there is
audience of one. The actual content runs 25 minutes for a
30 minute show. Shows that have sponsors run even
shorter owing to the commercials they have to insert. What
having only 25 minutes does for sketching when your
models keep on moving (especially Shailaja who had the
microphone cover her face for most of the time) is that it
gives you a bone structure to work off. I kept on making
notes and tried to register to memory the light on Shailaja’s
face but that was not a successful exercise. Personally, I
find the caricature like sketch of Yamini was most successful
in it’s energy and in highlighting interaction between
gadgetry without specifying exactness of looks.
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Final on-air interview
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Why March?

Tip: Keep a palette
ready before a high
speed sketch session.
A decluttered palette
will leave you more
time to make drawing
decisions on the fly.

What did I get out of
this?
Does this sound like an abrupt end to a project? Well, it
is an abrupt end to it - it’s an exercise which will be
honed over time. This is revision 1 of Hidden Spaces,
where I was able to insert myself in a space usually
unavailable to listeners of radio (I am a consummate
NPR/KQED/Podcast listener). To me, it was endearing to
see that much of the RJ’s time is spent in isolation but
like any other creative - visual artist included, to see that
the rambunctiousness of a show is part of the
personality of each of the DJ’s but it’s backed by many
more hours of editing, thinking and planning. This being
a smaller radio outfit, I could witness the struggle
between dependence on advertisers versus a need to
generate content which may not be always popular. Like,
a classic artist’s conundrum, does one make art for the
soul or art for the stomach?
Sehba, the studio manager was most welcoming and
open to this concept of having a third person come in
and sketch her studio and her team. Everyone was
professional but not sterile, easy to work with but not
effusive. To her and her team, my gratitude.
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